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Suppression of vortex pinning by field component parallel
to the superconducting plane in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
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The response of magnetic fluxoids nearly parallel to the superconducting plane of the layered supercon-
ductor Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 has been investigated through the ac susceptibility measurement. The fluxoids respond
diamagnetically due to pinning when they pierce the superconducting plane to form pancake vortices, but they
are released due to melting and become mobile in the high field. The liberation is enhanced by approaching the
parallel field direction by the effect of decoupling between planes and finally the vortex pinning is suppressed.
The pinning of fluxoids with pancakes and releasing in relation to their lock-in state are presented.
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The vortex state in two-dimensional~2D! superconductors
has been investigated mostly with respect to magnetic fi
applied orthogonal to the 2D planes (H'), where Abrikosov
~pancake! vortices with normal cores are formed on the s
perconducting~SC! layers. The behavior of the vortex sta
can be affected by the field component parallel to the
plane (H i). Deviation from the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landa
model was demonstrated by vortex solid melti
characteristics.1–3 Meanwhile, when the external dc field
oriented parallel to the layers, the magnetic fluxoids are c
fined within the insulating layers~locked-in!. In a low-field
region, they are described as Josephson vortices, ar
which SC shielding current circulates. Their movement
the direction perpendicular to the SC plane is restricted
to intrinsic pinning,4 but it is rather free along the conductin
plane.5 By inclining the magnetic field~H! from the SC plane
so thatH' exceeds the lower critical field (Hc1), the fluxoids
pierce the SC plane forming pancake vortices. As a res
the whole vortex takes on a staircase shape, which con
of alternatively connected pancake and Josephson vort
In this case, the fluxoid motion is impeded due to the pinn
of the pancake part at imperfections and to the formation
a pinned vortex solid. Corresponding to this, the ac susc
tibility ( x) exhibits a diamagnetic behavior.6 However, pan-
cake vortices become movable when the intensity ofH' ex-
ceeds a threshold value corresponding to a first-order p
transition due to melting,7–9 which is also considered to b
accompanied by a decoupling of pancake vortices betw
adjacent layers. As an effect of field component paralle
the conducting plane, Bulaevskiiet al.10 have claimed that
the staircase vortices become unstable with increase o
flux density and decouple to form a combined lattice cons
ing of independent pancake and Josephson vortices.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~5!/3270~4!/$15.00
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In this paper, we show the effects of magnetic fields p
allel to the SC plane on the dynamics of vortices. In a h

FIG. 1. ~a! The ac susceptibility (x) vs the tilt angle (u) of the
magnetic field from the SC plane under 0.1 T for an optima
doped sample.x is presented in arbitrary units by shifting the ba
line. Arrows denote the direction of the angle sweep.~b! x vs u
under different dc fields atT570 K.
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magnetic field, the flux pierces the SC planes even at a s
tilt angle. In this case, pancake vortices in adjacent layers
decoupled, and their dynamics can be represented by t
for a 2D plane. We investigate the crossover between
pinned staircase vortex and the decoupled one from
viewpoint of the dynamics of fluxoids nearly along the co
ducting plane.

We used a floating-zone method to prepa
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 samples with three different doping level
underdoped, optimally doped, and overdoped crystals. T
SC transition temperatures (Tc) and anisotropy parameter
(g) were Tc588 K and g5150 for the optimally doped
crystal, Tc577 K and g5220 for the underdoped crysta

FIG. 2. Applied field dependence ofx for u55°. Results for~a!
optimally doped,~b! underdoped,~c! overdoped crystals are pre
sented. The lower horizontal axis represents the field compo
perpendicular to the SC plane (H'), while the upper horizontal axis
represents the applied field value (H). A characteristic kink field
(H'

* , see text! is indicated by an arrow.
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Tc576 K andg590 for the overdoped crystal. The size
the samples was;1.131.230.05 mm3. The ac susceptibil-
ity was evaluated by measuring the self-inductance of a
containing Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single crystal. An LC resonanc
circuit consisting of the coil and a capacitor with a resonan
frequencyf was used in the frequency region of;2 MHz.
The self-inductance of the coil changed with the suscepti
ity of the crystal, and the frequency then shifted appro
mately asd f }2dx. The amplitude of the ac field was est
mated to be;1 mT. We set the coil axis to be parallel to th
SC layer by sight. The coil and the sample were rota
together in a dc magnetic field.

Figure 1~a! showsx as a function of a tilt angle (u) for a
dc field of 0.1 T, for the optimally doped Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
crystal. The field was first increased from zero to 0.1 T a
large angleu (;5° above 50 K,;10° below 40 K!. Note
that x is represented in arbitrary units~corresponding to a
shift of 100 Hz! by shifting the base line. At 80 K, with
varyingu starting fromu50 ~parallel field!, the susceptibil-
ity first decreased and then returned to the starting value
a result,x exhibits two minima that is symmetric about th
parallel field. Below 50 K, hysteresis was observed.

The central region, giving the local maximum inx, was
identified as a Josephson vortex lock-in region in which
vortices are movable along the layer. In this region, since
pinning of the Josephson vortex is considered to be weak
penetration length of the ac field becomes long compare
the sample size and the vortices move freely as if the cry
was transparent.6,11 The decrease inx ~diamagnetic re-
sponse! due to the tilt is ascribed to the pinning of panca
vortices within the SC layer that causes a screening of th
field. The relation between pinning and screening~diamag-
netism! is described in Refs. 6, 12, and 13. Meanwhile, t
recovery of the susceptibility at the higheru can be under-
stood in terms of a liberation from the pinning of pancak
as will be described later. The angular dependence of
diamagnetic response at 70 K as a function of the field
tensity is represented in Fig. 1~b!. The angle region giving
the diamagnetic response due to vortex pinning narrow
with the increase inH, and disappeared at 1 T.

In order to inspect the vortex dynamics from another
pect,x(H) was obtained by settingu55°. In this situation
the length of the strings that connect the pancakes is c

nt

FIG. 3. The characteristic kink fieldsH'
* for optimally doped

~closed circle!, underdoped~closed triangle!, and overdoped~open
square! crystals are presented. The onset of the irreversibility fi
for the optimally doped crystal is indicated with cross marks in
figure. Lines are the guide to the eye.
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FIG. 4. An illustration of theH i dependence
of H'

* ~closed triangles! in theH i-H' scheme for
underdoped crystal at 60 K. The paths of fie
and angle sweep are displayed by long arrow
The upper bound field for the vortex solid sta
(H i

cr) exists between two vertical arrows.
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stant, irrespective of the fluxoid density. The results for
optimally doped crystal are shown in Fig. 2~a!, where the
lower horizontal axis representsH' and the upper horizonta
axis representsH. The diamagnetic response increas
sharply nearH'50, and then decreased rapidly with a fu
ther increase inH. The onset field (H'

* ) of the rapid decrease
in the diamagnetic response, indicated by arrows in the
ure, increased with decrease in temperature (T). We found
that theH'

* was at the same level as the reported critical fi
for the melting of the vortex solid,9 which was measured
under a magnetic field perpendicular to the plane. This in
cates that the suppression of the diamagnetic effect is a
ciated with the melting of the pancake vortex solid form
on the plane. A similar measurement was carried out for
underdoped@Fig. 2~b!# and overdoped crystals@Fig. 2~c!#.
For the overdoped crystal, the diamagnetic signal inten
decreased rapidly with the field in the region between
minimum and the anomaly point@Fig. 2~c!#, in contrast to
the optimally doped and underdoped crystals, which show
different curvature in this region. It is noteworthy that a sim
lar difference inx(H) was found in organic layered supe
conductors between k-(ET)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br and k-
(ET)2Cu(NCS)2. The lower anisotropy parameter case f
k-(ET)2Cu@N(CN)2#Br,13,14 exhibits the similar diamag
netic response to the overdoped crystal, whilek-
(ET)2Cu(NCS)2 ~Refs. 6 and 14! behaves like optimally
doped or underdoped crystals.

The temperature dependence ofH'
* is presented in Fig. 3

For the optimally doped crystal, we evaluated the irreve
ibility field by the dc magnetization measurement using
superconducting quantum interference device susceptom
under a magnetic field applied perpendicularly to the
plane. The irreversibility field~shown with a broken line!
clearly deviates from the values ofH'

* , indicating thatH'
* is

not related to the irreversibility threshold but could be rela
to the melting.13,15

In order to clarify the influence ofH i on the pinning
further, the field dependence of the susceptibility at ang
from 0.1° to 5° was measured for the underdoped crys
The field was swept after the sample was heated abovTc
and then cooled in a zero field. The sweep rate was 0
e
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T/min. In this case, theH'
* value was evaluated from th

intersection of two tangential lines for the diamagnetic
sponse versus field. The value ofH'

* decreased with the tilt
angle. In Fig. 4, the vortex pinning threshold represented
H'

* againstH i is demonstrated for the underdoped crystal
60 K. The lock-in region, evaluated based on the angu
width of the flat part of the central peak inx(u) ~see Mansky
et al.,6! is represented by a gray zone whose boundary
almost independent ofH i . In theH' versusH i scheme, the
inclined arrow line illustrates the path of the field sweep w
u50.5°. The closed triangles denoteH'

* . The pinned vortex
region, giving diamagneticx, is represented by the area su
rounded by theH'

* line ~indicated by a broken line! and the
lock-in region. The result is consistent with the tilt ang
~from the perpendicular direction! dependence of the meltin
field reported in Refs. 1–3. The vertical arrows in Fig.
illustrate the paths of the angle sweep. It is notable thatH'

*
approaches the lock-in region with the increase inH i and
eventually merges with this region. We evaluated the criti
H i for the existence of the pinned vortex through theu de-
pendence, as in Fig. 1~b!, and denoted it asH i

cr . The H i
cr is

understood as a threshold for destruction of the staircase
tex. In Fig. 5, the lower and upper ends of the error bar
H i

cr are given by the fields under which the twin-dip structu
appears and disappears in theu dependence, respectively

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence ofH i
cr for three crystals with

different doping levels.
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The plotted point is set at the midpoint of the error bar. W
also investigatedH i

cr for the optimally doped, underdoped
and overdoped crystals, and found that theT dependence o
H i

cr for them can be scaled empirically as

H i
cr}g22~Tc /T21!, ~1!

as represented in Fig. 5, although the reason for this rela
is open for study, where the deviation in the low-temperat
side can be ascribed to the effect of the freezing as dem
strated by the hysteresis.

With the increase inH i causing the decoupling,10 pancake
vortices are able to hop to neighboring Josephson stri
losing their connection with the strings. The probability i
creases with increases in the string density and the ove
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ping of Josephson vortices. In other words, the layers
decoupled with increases inH i , and the pancakes in th
neighboring conducting plane tend to lose interlay
correlation.16,17 As a result, the pancake vortex system b
comes genuinely 2D. The melting temperature is decrea
and approaches to the 2D limitTm

2D , which is estimated to be
30–40 K for the optimally doped crystals7 and independen
of the field intensity. This is consistent with the disappe
ance of the pinned vortex solid in the highH i region.
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